
 
 

  
 

VICTOR AND NESTE ANNOUNCE INDUSTRY-LEADING PARTNERSHIP REDUCING PRIVATE JET 
CHARTER EMISSIONS UP TO 80% - BY REPLACING FOSSIL FUEL WITH  

NESTE MY SUSTAINABLE AVIATION FUEL™ 

 
London, 29th June 2022 – Fly Victor, the on-demand private jet company, has partnered with Neste, 
the world’s leading producer of Sustainable Aviation Fuel (SAF), to set a new sustainability benchmark 
in business aviation. From today, Victor members can purchase Neste MY Sustainable Aviation Fuel™ 
for every private jet booking, globally, enabling them to reduce the greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions 
for their flight by up to 80%1 compared to fossil jet fuel.  
 
Victor’s private and corporate members can reduce the carbon emissions of their air travel, meet the 
climate targets they have set, and credibly report on their CO₂e emission reductions. Corporates 
signed up for Science Based Targets initiatives (SBTi) who are committed to reducing their scope 3 
emissions2, and specifically emissions from their jet charter flights, can currently do this only by 
booking private jet charter flights with Victor. 
 
This partnership, aligned with Science Based Targets initiatives (SBTi)2, enables private jet charterers 
to meaningfully contribute towards Net Zero 2050, by replacing fossil fuels with sustainable aviation 
fuel for every booking. As aviation sets its sights on increasing the share of SAF to 10% of all jet fuel 
use by 2030, the partnership model enables accelerated action towards this target. Given how 
fragmented the business aviation sector is, this “pay here, use there” solution is the first to offer SAF 
for every charter flight regardless of operator or departure airport. This is crucial as it enables SAF 
demand to increase. Victor’s global base of influential members who have the ability and means to 
choose SAF and make their private travel with reduced climate impact, are offered a great opportunity 
to help increase the overall demand so that this sustainable solution can develop more rapidly.   
 
Toby Edwards, Co-CEO at Fly Victor, commented: “I am relieved to be announcing our global 
partnership with Neste today. The urgent and rapid scaling-up of Sustainable Aviation Fuel (SAF) is 
essential if we are to achieve our Net Zero goals. It's fundamental to all our stakeholders that we 
continue to be transparent about the emissions of our members’ private flights and, where possible, 
take ownership of the climate crisis. 
 
I'm thankful for the enterprise and dedication that has been put in by both the Neste and Victor team 
to ensure our members can now choose to replace fossil fuel with Neste MY SAF™ on every private jet 
and commercial jet charter booking. Our pioneering partnership could create a SAF blueprint for the 
fragmented business aviation sector and help accelerate its wider usage across the aviation industry.” 

 
Jonathan Wood, Vice President Europe, Renewable Aviation, at Neste said: “I’m excited that we are 
in this pioneering partnership together with Victor, a leader in Charter Aviation. This partnership 

 
1 80% over the fuel lifecycle. Calculated with established life cycle assessment (LCA) methodologies, such as 
CORSIA methodology. https://www.neste.com/products/all-products/saf/key-benefits#b81e9946 
 

2 Greenhouse gas emissions are categorised into three groups or 'Scopes' by the most widely-used 
international accounting tool, the Greenhouse Gas (GHG) Protocol. Scope 1 covers direct emissions from 
owned or controlled sources. Scope 2 covers indirect emissions from the generation of purchased electricity, 
steam, heating and cooling consumed by the reporting company. Scope 3 includes all other indirect emissions 
that occur in a company’s value chain. 



 
 

enables Victor members to purchase Neste MY SAF™ for any flight globally. It is an industry-leading 
blueprint that we hope other companies will follow as the aviation sector strives for Net Zero carbon 
emissions by 2050. SAF is essential to reaching this goal, immediately reducing life-cycle greenhouse 
gas (GHG) emissions. Neste is committed to support aviation’s emission reduction goals and believes 
that requires a joint effort where everyone’s choice matters.” 
 
How the Victor x Neste offering works  
Victor’s private and corporate members can reduce their carbon dioxide emissions (CO₂e), with a clear 
chain-of-custody. Neste ensures specific SAF volumes purchased by Victor members are delivered to 
partner aircraft operators, providing real in-sector climate benefits. 

1. Victor members will not charter using the Neste MY SAF™ they have purchased for their own 
flight, however their SAF contribution will ensure another in-sector partner flight benefits from a 
carbon emission reduction by the amount purchased, ensuring this partnership is aligned with 
Science Based Targets. 

2. At checkout during the booking process, all Victor members can now easily choose how much 
fossil fuel they want to replace with Neste MY SAF™, from as little as 5% up to 100%. 

3. The Victor member’s charter booking receipt will itemise exactly how much Neste MY SAF™ the 
Victor member has purchased. 

4. To avoid any confusion in case of changes – for instance; to the exact aircraft booked, the flight 
itinerary, or a cancellation – Neste will only deliver the SAF purchased by the Victor member to 
their partner airline after the Victor member's private flight has fully flown. 

5. Neste will then send a Delivery Confirmation Document with confirmation of the carbon dioxide 
emission reduction, which can be used for science-based reporting by the Victor member. 

Gold-standard partnership 
Neste MY SAF™ is already in production and available to use today – unlike SAF that has not yet been 
produced, or SAF credits. It is produced from 100% renewable waste and residue raw materials, such 
as used cooking oil and animal fat waste. Victor members have the ability to take control of their 
climate impact with a SAF solution developed following the aviation sector guidance by SBTi, the gold 
standard for ambitious corporate climate action. Victor is confident that with a clear benefit and easy 
order process, members will purchase SAF – despite the cost being typically three times more than jet 
fuel.  
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NOTES TO EDITORS 
 
About Victor 
 
Victor is a leading on-demand jet charter platform, enabling flyers to search, compare and book 
private air travel quickly, efficiently and with confidence. Launched in 2011, the company has 
rewritten the jet charter rulebook with a fully transparent, subscription-free, globally ‘on-demand’ 
marketplace which combines smart technology with high-touch customer service. Access to more 
than 7,000 aircraft via a global network of 200 partner operators means that any private aviation 
requirement can be expertly fulfilled, with the support of Victor’s specialist services for group travel, 
corporates, sports, medical, and music & entertainment. Victor is the world’s first carbon negative 
aviation company. Every Victor flight is 200% carbon offset as a standard, as part of the company’s 
award-winning approach to climate action. True to the company’s core value of transparency, Victor 
publishes its CO2 emissions and reduction measures annually, and every Victor charter quote is 
labelled with its carbon impact, including fuel burn, CO2 emissions, and mitigation, allowing members 
to make informed decisions to minimise their carbon footprint.  
 
 
About Neste 
 
Neste (NESTE, Nasdaq Helsinki) creates solutions for combating climate change and accelerating a 
shift to a circular economy. We refine waste, residues and innovative raw materials into renewable 
fuels and sustainable feedstock for plastics and other materials. We are the world’s leading producer 
of sustainable aviation fuel and renewable diesel and developing chemical recycling to combat the 
plastic waste challenge. We aim at helping customers to reduce their greenhouse gas emissions with 
our renewable and circular solutions by at least 20 million tons annually by 2030. Our ambition is to 
make the Porvoo oil refinery in Finland the most sustainable refinery in Europe by 2030. We are 
introducing renewable and recycled raw materials such as liquefied waste plastic as refinery raw 
materials. We have committed to reaching carbon-neutral production by 2035, and we will reduce the 
carbon emission intensity of sold products by 50% by 2040. We also have set high standards for 
biodiversity, human rights and supply chain. We have consistently been included in the Dow Jones 
Sustainability Indices and the Global 100 list of the world’s most sustainable companies. In 2021, 
Neste's revenue stood at EUR 15.1 billion. Read more: neste.com 
 
  


